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Abstract—With the development of information technology, 
nearly all resources are presented in an informational way. 
But it’s uncommon to manage resources platforms with re-
source semantic annotation. LDAP (Lightweight directory 
access protocol) is applied widely for its simplicity and integri-
ty. OWL (Ontology Web Language) is widely used in the defi-
nition of ontology along with the continually maturation of 
semantic web. REST (Representational state transfer) is a 
good solution to use when developing business service due to 
its lightweight property. Based on LDAP and ontology model-
ing, this paper provides an approach to design and implement 
a Semantic Resource Management Platform (SRMP), and 
opens the CRUD (create, retrieve, update, delete) operation of 
resources with restful style. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Along with the development of information technology 

and the convergence of three networks, the need of know-
ledge reuse and sharing is getting more and more urgent. 
Thus developing reusable ontologies is of great significance 
to encourage the sharing and reuse of knowledge. 

In the age of information explosion, an organized plat-
form is urgently needed to manage information in various 
fields, directory service emerge as the times require. With 
this kind of service, we enable users to get the information 
needed, based on certain index mechanism. 

To make the network resources understandable by ma-
chine, a resource-management website has been built in this 
paper, by combining LDAP and ontologies. Meanwhile, 
some restful resource-CRUD services are opened to differ-
ent kinds of clients according to their authority. 

This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, 
the key technologies used in this paper is introduced. In 
Section 3 and 4, the design and implementation of SRMP is 
presented. In Section 5, summarization and conclusion are 
given towards the whole paper. 

II. KEY TECHNLOGY ANALYSIS 

A. LDAP 
1) Brief introduction to LDAP 

LDAP is a lightweight directory access protocol, which 
is based on X.500 standard, but simpler and can be custo-
mized to users’ need. Moreover, LDAP supports TCP/IP, 
which is necessary for visiting Internet. 

LDAP is used to provide information services which are 
known as directory services. It stores data with hierarchical 
formats. The root is called “Base DN”, such as 
“dc=mydomain,dc=subdomain” or 
“o=mydomain.subdomain”. The preceding method is usual-
ly used, which can be found in Windows AD, Oracle Direc-
tory Server and so on. 

DN (Distinguished Name) is used to distinguish one 
record from others in LDAP. The part which is in the posi-
tion “leaf” is named RDN (Relative Distinguished Name), 
such as “wkq” in the record “dn: 
cn=wkq,ou=bupt,dc=china,dc=world”, which must be 
equal. 

LDAP and database are quite similar, but with funda-
mental differences. A database is designed to make reading 
and writing convenient, while LDAP optimizes the reading 
specially, which is similar to phonebook. Thus, it can’t be 
used to store data which would be inserted frequently. 
Meanwhile LDAP is just a protocol, which doesn’t involve 
how to store these information. So a back-end database 
component is needed to realize the storage, which can be 
BDB (Berkeley DB), ldbm, shell, passwd and so on. 

2) Advantages of LDAP 
• Cross Platform: LDAP is an Internet standard protocol, 

which has been widely accepted by industry. It can be 
seen as a passport to access all authenticated directory-
services while ignoring the provider of the services. 

• Economical: no need to pay for every client connection 
or permission. 

• Efficiency of Query: reading optimization. 

B. OWL 
OWL was published by W3C in July 31th, 2002, which 

has three sub languages as follows: 
• OWL Lite: works for clients who only need one classifi-

cation structure and simple constrains among attributes. 
• OWL DL: supports for clients who need the representa-

tion on reasoning-system in the maximal degree. 
• OWL Full: suitable for people who wants to express on 

RDF with no computation guaranteed in the maximal 
degree. No reasoning software can support all the fea-
tures of OWL Full. 

In semantic webs, everyone may want to create or modi-
fy ontologies, so readability and easily use are very impor-
tant for an ontology language. Instead of describing logical, 
OWL combines every class’s information according to 
framework organization. This makes ontology easier to un-
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derstand. Protégé is exactly the kind of ontology-design 
tool, besides, it’s “open source”, which can be very easy to 
extend. Therefore, SRMP chooses it to model the resources. 

C. REST 
1) Brief introduction to REST 

REST (Representational State Transfer) is a software 
architecture style which was proposed by Doc. Roy Field-
ing in his paper in 2000. At present, more and more web-
services developments are designed and realized with rest-
ful style since that REST is obvious more concise than 
SOAP and XML-RPC. 

Four characters about REST: 
• Addressability: an addressable application may provide 

each information an URI since that resource is exposed 
through URI. 

• Stateless: each HTTP request is isolated. 
• Connectivity: resources can be connected with their re-

presentations. 
• Unified Interface: bases on HTTP protocol, unified as 

four common operations, GET, POST, PUT and DE-
LETE.  

2) Advantages of REST  
• Unified interface & concise architecture. 
• Can increase response speed using cache. 
• High expansibility 
• Only bases on HTTP protocol, lightweight. 
• May simulate client request with browser.  

III. DESIGN OF SRMP 

A. Structure design 
Resources are divided into two categories: 

• Sensor: has perception ability, such as temperature sen-
sor, humidity sensor, and camera and so on. 

• Entity: has no perception ability, but can be monitored or 
sensed. 

As we all know, the resources of the world may have 
“superior-subordinate” relations, “inclusion” relations, or 
“similar” relations. Similarly, the relation between re-
sources can be mapped onto the sensor and entity. There-
fore, the conception of “sensor relationship”, “entity rela-
tionship” and “sensor-entity relationship” can be provided. 

 
Figure 1 SRMP STRUCTURE 

As show in Figure 1, there are three modules in SRMP: 
• Resource directory: LDAP storage. The whole resource 

directories are composed by five sub directories, which 
are sensor directories, entity directories, sensor-sensor 
directories, entity-entity directories, sensor-entity direc-
tories. 

• Resource Management Website: realize with Spring 
MVC technology. 

• Model Synchronization Module: mapping onto directory 
modules after semantic modeling. 

• REST_CRUD: that is, packing the creating, retrieve, up-
dating and deleting of resources as RESTful web ser-
vices, then open them to different kinds of clients with 
different authority. 

B. Semantic Resource Modeling 
The so-called semantic resource modeling, that is con-

structing ontologies needed. Specific construct steps as fol-
lows: 
• Consider reusing existing ontology, such as time ontolo-

gy. 
• List important terms of the ontology, in this case, which 

can be “sensor”, “entity”, etc. 
• Define the “class” and “class integration”, “attributes” 

and “relationships”, “attributes restriction”.  
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TABLE 1 RESOURCE MODELING. 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Ontology [ 
  <!ENTITY xsd "http://.../XMLSchema#" > 

<!ENTITY xml "http://.../namespace" > 
  <!ENTITY rdfs "http://.../rdf-schema#" > 

<!ENTITY rdf  "http://.../rdf-syntax-ns#”> 
]> 
<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 
     xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/wukeqiao/ 

ontologies/2014/9/Resource" 
     …… 
wukeqiao/ontologies/2014/9/Info"> 

<Prefix name="rdf" IRI 
="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22 
-rdf-syntax-ns#"/> 

<Prefix name="rdfs" IRI 
="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"/> 

<Prefix name="xsd" IRI 
="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"/> 

<Prefix name="owl" IRI 
="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"/> 

    <Declaration> 
        <Class IRI="#Entity"/> 
    </Declaration> 
    <Declaration> 
        <Class IRI="#Guard"/> 
    </Declaration> 
    <Declaration> 
        <Class IRI="#Sensor"/> 
    </Declaration> 
    <Declaration> 
        <Class IRI="#Thermometer"/> 
    </Declaration> 
    <Declaration> 
        <ObjectProperty IRI="#id"/> 

</Declaration> 
…… 
<ObjectPropertyRange> 
     <ObjectProperty IRI="#zhName"/> 
     <DataAllValuesFrom> 
          <DataProperty abbreviatedIRI 

="owl:topDataProperty"/> 
          <Datatype abbreviatedIRI="xsd:string"/> 
        </DataAllValuesFrom> 
</ObjectPropertyRange> 
…… 

 
For brevity, only part of the semantic modeling list in 

Table 1. 

C. Resource directory design 

 
Figure 2 LDAP resource directory model 

As show in Figure 2, “dc=resource,dc=semantic” is tak-
en as the top-level directory, that is the top suffix. Sensor-
sensor, entity-entity and sensor-entity relationships can be 
represented through the sense attributes and relation 
attributes of sensor and entity. So there is no need to create 
DN likes “cn=sensor_sensor” or something like that. More 
details can be seen in Section 4. 

IV. SRMP REALIZATION 

A. Resource directory deploy 
The current mainstream LDAP servers are as follows: 

• OpenLDAP: open source, can be compiled to run on 
multiple platforms. 

• Novel Directory Server: can run on Netware, Windows 
NT/2000, Solaris, Linux, etc. 

• IBM Directory: be able to run on AIX, HP-UX, Linux, 
Solaris and Windows 2000. 

• Microsoft AD (Active Directory) and ADAM (Active 
Directory Application Model): both are directory ser-
vice products of Microsoft, which could run under 
Windows XP Professional and Windows 2003 of 
course. ADAM can be seen as a simplified version of 
AD. But AD is mainly about network infrastructure and 
needs NDS, while ADAM often works for applications 
and doesn’t need NDS.  

• Oracle Directory Server: first known as Netscape Direc-
tory Server, then known as Sun ODE Directory Server, 
iPlanet Directory Server. Lately, renamed with Sun Ja-
va System Directory Server. Finally, purchased by 
Oracle. It can run on Windows, Solaris, Linux, etc. 

Considering that ODS (Oracle Directory Server) allows 
object class modification in LDAP, which is needed to real-
ize semantic. ODS is the best choice of deploying our direc-
tory services. Plus, it works well in both Windows and Li-
nux system. 

After the deployment of directory services, we analyze 
the ontologies modeled by protégé with Jena framework, 
and map them onto the server. 
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B. Semantic modeling map onto resource directory 
Spring-REST architecture is widely used for developing 

restful web services, which have two meanings in this pa-
per: 
• Semantic modeling map onto resource directory. 
• Resource’s CRUD operations, provided for authenticated 

third party. 

TABLE 2 SRMP REST INTERFACES 

Method Interface Parameters 
Model map serverRoot/templateMap TemplateInfo

Instance map serverRoot/instanceMap InstanceInfo
Instance mod-

ify 
server-

Root/modifyInstance 
TemplateInfo

Resource re-
move 

serverRoot/deleted URI (String)

Resource 
search 

serverRoot/search Text (String)

…… 
 
See in Table 2, serverRoot is used to represent 

http://serverip:8080/InforDir/, while serverip stands for the 
ip address that the server deployed services. TemplateInfo 
and InstanceInfo are defined as in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 TemplateInfo & InstanceInfo 

C. Automatic deployment of directory structure.  
To realize one-step deployment, five required directo-

ries (sensor directory, entity directory, sensor-sensor direc-
tory, entity-entity directory, sensor-entity directory) struc-
tures are coded. First, we create all required “semantic 
attributes” (see in Table 3), then build “object classes” for 
the directories (see in Table 4), and then establish the entry 
information (see in Table 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 3 ATTRIBUTES CREATION 

ldapConnection = connectLDAP(usr, password, ip, 
port); 
ldapConnection.authenticate(ROOT_DN, 
ROOT_PASSWORD); 
String[] attributes = {"id", "baseProperty", "relation-
Property", "senseProperty", "resourceId", "entityId"}; 
for attr in attributes 
newAttrType = new LDAPAttributeSchema(attr, 
attr+“-oid”, “must”,cis, false); 
newAttrType.add(ldapConnection); 
dirSchema.fetchSchema(ldapConnection); 

TABLE 4 OBJECT CLASS CREATION 

LDAPObjectClassSchema sensor = new              
LDAPObjectClassSchema (  
      “sensor”, 
      “sensor-oid”, 
      “new String[] {“top”}”, // super class 
      “sensor description”, //des. 
      “new String[] {“cn”, “id”, “uri”}, //must attrs. 
      null, // optional attrs. 
      false, //not obsolete  
); 

TABLE 5 ENTRY BUILD 

LDAPAttributeSet attributeSet = new LDAPAttribute-
Set(); 
attributeSet.add(new LDAPAttri-
bute("objectclass","sensor")); 
attributeSet.add(new LDAPAttribute("cn", "sensor")); 
attributeSet.add(new LDAPAttribute("id", "1")); 
String suffix = "cn=resource," + BASE_CN; 

D. Resource management website 

 
Figure 4 Resource Management Website 

According to Resource Management Website (see in 
Figure 4), authenticated users can browse all the resources 
and details of them. Besides, they could do some operations 
such as creating, retrieve, updating and deleting based on 
their authority.  
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V. CONCLUSION 
Based on analyzing LDAP, OWL and restful web ser-

vice technologies, a semantic resource management plat-
form based on LDAP has been designed and implemented.  

SRMP successfully solved the problem of heterogene-
ous data though mapping semantic modeling onto resource 
directory. Besides, the representation of resources managed 
by SRMP is more effective with the organic combination of 
ontology and LDAP. In the end, the resource management 
website provides a friendly way for users to manage re-
sources. In order to implement knowledge reuse and shar-
ing, the CRUD operations of resources also have been en-
capsulated as restful web services, which can be visited by 
all authorized users. 

In the future, more resources can be invoked on SRMP, 
in the same time, the stability of the management of differ-
ent kinds of resources can be enhanced. 
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